Design #6, Tiger Stripes! Have fun with this block. Try different coloring arrangements for a whole new result. We've provided a few examples of what you can do.

Remember, these blocks are NOT square. The designs we are providing you will finish at 16” X 14”.

Foundation Paper Piecing is the technique of sewing ON a foundation, generally paper. Basic Foundation Paper Piecing instructions can be found on our website on the FREE block of the month page.

TIP: When printing this design be sure to turn off the scaling on your printer.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:

Making these blocks is very simple. Just follow these simple steps

*Step One:* Make 6 copies of triangle templates provided.

*Step Two:* Foundation Paper Piece all six templates. Trim on the OUTTER marked lines. Remove foundation papers.

*Step Three:* Assemble the “triangle” units in two groups of three (3) as shown. (Block shown is just an example, not the block for this month). Stitch these units together to complete the hexagonal shape of the block.

*Step Four:* Cut 2 - 4 ¾” X 8 ¼” Rectangles of Background #3. (This is the outer yellow in the picture above.) Stack your rectangles RIGHT SIDES TOGETHER. Lay the Corner Triangle Cutting Template on the fabric, lining up the edges. Cut on the CUTTING LINE. Stitch these triangles to all 4 corners.

Your block should measure 16 ½” X 14 ½” from raw edge to raw edge.
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Foundation Paper Piecing Template.

Permission is granted to make as many copies of the templates on this page as you need for personal use.

Colors in Sample
Background #1 - Yellow
Background #2 - White
Color #1 - Orange
Color #2 - Green
Color #3 - Purple
Color #4 - Blue
Color #5 - Lime Green
Background #3 Yellow (Outer Triangles)
Corner Triangle Cutting Template

Permission is granted to make as many copies of the templates on this page as you need for personal use.

Optional Circle Template
Seam Allowance have NOT been added to this template.